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Abstract

In this paper we introduce the concept of conformal curvature-like tensor on a semi-Riemannian
manifold, which is weaker than the notion of conformal curvature tensor defined on a Riemannian
manifold. By such kind of conformal curvature-like tensor we give a complete classification of con-
formally symmetric semi-Riemannian manifolds with generalized non-null stress energy tensor.
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1. Introduction

Let M be ann(≥4)-dimensional semi-Riemannian manifold with a metric tensorg and a
Riemannian connection∇ and letR (resp.S or r) be the Riemannian curvature tensor (resp.
the Ricci tensor or the scalar curvature) onM. Any two self-adjoint (1,1) tensor fieldsA, B
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on a semi-Riemannian manifold (M, g) we define Kulkrani–Nomizu tensor productA⊗B

of EndΛ2TM in such a way that

(A⊗B)(X, Y ) = 1
2(AX∧BY + BY∧AY ).

Then the conformal curvature tensorC of a semi-Riemannian manifold (M, g) acting on
two-forms is given by

C = R − 2(n − 1)−1 id⊗S + (n − 1)−1(n − 2)−1r id⊗id,

where id denotes the identity tensor of type (1,1) on (M, g). The conformal curvature tensor
C should be the trace free part of the Riemannian curvature tensorR in above orthogonal
decomposition, that is, Ric(C) = 0, and isconformally invariant. Moreover, the conformal
curvature tensorC, if n is at least 4, vanishes if and only if the metric isconformally
flat.

Such aconformal flatness is equivalent to the vanishing of the Weyl conformal curvature
tensor in dimension not less than 4. This should be an interesting subject, because there
are many other examples ofconformally flat manifolds which are not spaces of constant
curvature, and because of its important applications to physics (see[6,8,9]).

Now the componentsCijkl of the conformal curvature tensorC can be written by

Cijkl = Rijkl − 1

n − 2
(Silgjk − Sikgjl + Sjkgil − Sjlgik)

+ r

(n − 1)(n − 2)
(gilgjk − gikgjl), (1.1)

whereRijkl (resp.Sij) denotes the components of the curvature tensorR(resp. the Ricci
tensorS) on M.

We say thatM is conformally symmetric if the conformal curvature tensorC is parallel,
that is∇C = 0. Such kind of conformally flat or conformally symmetric semi-Riemannian
manifolds have been studied by Besse[1], Bourguignon[2], Derdzínski and Shen[4],
Ryan[10], Simon[15], Weyl [17,18], Yano[19], Yano and Bochner[20]. More generally,
conformally symmetric semi-Riemannian manifolds with indices 0 and 1 are investigated
by Derdzínski and Roter[3]. In particular, in semi-Riemannian manifolds with index 0,
which are also said to be Riemannian manifolds, Derdziński and Roter[3] and Miyazawa
[7] proved the following

Theorem A. An n(≥4)-dimensional conformally symmetric manifold is conformally flat or
locally symmetric.

In particular, Derdzínski and Roter[3] investigated the structure of analytic conformally
symmetric indefinite Riemannian manifold of index 1 which is neitherconformally flat nor
locally symmetric.
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The symmetric tensorK of type (0,2) with componentsKij is called theWeyl tensor, if
it satisfies

Kijl − Kilj = 1

2(n − 1)
(klgij − kjgil), (1.2)

wherek = TrK andKijl (resp.kj) are components of the covariant derivative∇K (resp.
∇k).

On the other hand, in Weyl[17,18] it can be easily seen that the Ricci tensor is equal to
the Weyl tensor when we only consider ann(≥4)-dimensional conformally flat Riemannian
manifold.

Now as a generalization of conformal curvature tensor we introduce a new notion of
conformal curvature-like tensorB(T, U), which is defined in[12–14] due to the present
authors. It was given as follows:

Let T be any curvature-like tensor (see its define in Section2, in detail) and letU be
any symmetric tensor of type (0,2) satisfying 2C12(∇U) = C23(∇U), whereC12 andC23
denote the metric contraction defined by 2

∑
i εi∇U(Ei, Ei, X) =∑i εi∇U(X, Ei, Ei) for

any vectorX at x and for any orthonormal basis{Ej} for the tangent spaceTxM to M at x.
Then let us define the tensorB = B(T, U) with componentsBijkl such that

Bijkl = Tijkl − 1

n − 2
(Uilgjk − Uikgjl + Ujkgil − Ujlgik)

+ u

(n − 1)(n − 2)
(gilgjk − gikgjl) (1.3)

whereu = TrU. Then such a tensorB = B(T, U) is said to be theconformal curvature-like
tensor, which is a general extension of the usual conformal curvature tensorC in (1.1). For
this kind of conformal curvature-like tensorB(T, U) we also define the notion ofconformally
flat or conformally symmetric according asB = 0 or∇B = 0 respectively.

The Ricci-like tensor Ric(B) of B is defined by tr{Z→B(Z, X)Y}. Then the components
Bij of Ric(B) is defined byBij =∑k εkBkijk. Thus by(1.3), its components can be written
asBij = Tij − Uij, whereTij =∑k εkTkijk.

Now the tensor Ric(B) − b
n
g defined on a semi-Riemannian manifold is said to be the

generalized stress energy tensor for the conformal curvature-like tensorB = B(R, U), where
b = Tr(Ric(B)) = C12(Ric(B)). The physical meaning of such kind of stress energy tensor
can be explained in more detail as follows:

In general relativity there can be no universal a priori geometry, since for any spacetime
the Einstein equation already determines the stress energy tensorT, which is given by

T = 1

8π

(
Ric − 1

2
Sg

)
,

whereS = C12(Ric) denotes the scalar curvature. This is an Einstein equation between the
stress energy tensor in physics and the Ricci curvature in differential geometry of spacetime.
Thus a given spacetime can be used to model matter only in the unlikely case thatT happens
to be a physically realistic stress energy tensor (See[6,8,9]).
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When the curvature-like tensorT(resp. the symmetric tensorU) mentioned above is
equal to the curvature tensorR(resp. the Ricci tensorS), thenB(R, S) can be identified with
the conformal curvature tensorC. Moreover, a semi-Riemannian manifoldM is said to be
locally symmetric if its derivative of the curvature tensorR vanishes, that is,∇R = 0.

Now in this paper we want to make a generalization of Theorem A in the direction of
semi-Riemannian manifolds with symmetric conformal curvature-like tensor. In order to do
this we need a geometric physical condition, that is, thegeneralized non-null stress energy
tensor which is weaker than the notion ofstress energy tensor given in B.O’Neill [8,9].
That is, we show the following

Theorem. Let M be an n(≥4)-dimensional semi-Riemannian manifold with generalized
non-null stress energy tensor. Let U be the symmetric tensor in D2M and its trace ∇u is
non-null and let B = B(R, U) be the conformal curvature-like tensor. If it is conformally
symmetric for the conformal curvature-like tensor B(R, U), then it is locally symmetric,
conformally flat or 〈∇U, ∇U〉 = 0.

In the proof of our Theorem, we have used a usefulCorollary 5.1given in Section5 and
Lemma 6.3and Theorem 6.1 given in Section6. Now we will give its brief outline of the
proof as follows:

In Corollary 5.1, under the assumption that∇u is non-null we have proved the scalar-
like curvatureu is constant. Moreover, inLemma 6.3, if the conformal curvature-like tensor
B = B(R, U) is symmetric on a semi-Riemannian manifoldM, that is∇B = 0, we have
proved that the generalized non-null stress energy tensor vanishes whenM is not locally
symmetric. By using such results, in Theorem 6.4 we are able to show thatM is conformally
flat whenM is not locally symmetric.

If M is a Riemannian manifold, the result〈∇U, ∇U〉 = 0 in our Theorem implies that the
symmetric tensorU is parallel onM. From this together with the assumption of conformal
symmetry∇B = 0 we can assert that∇R = 0, that isM is locally symmetric.

2. Preliminaries

Let M be ann(≥2)-dimensional semi-Riemannian manifold of indexs (0 ≤ s ≤ n)
equipped with semi-Riemannian metric tensor∇ and letR (resp.S or r) be the Riemannian
curvature tensor (resp. the Ricci tensor or the scalar curvature) onM.

Now we can choose a local field{Ej} = {E1, . . ., En} of orthonormal frames on a neigh-
borhood ofM. Here and in the sequel, the Latin small indicesi, j, k, . . ., run from 1 ton.
With respect to the semi-Riemannian metric we haveg(Ej, Ek) = εjδjk, where

εj = −1 or1 according as 0≤ j ≤ s ors + 1 ≤ j ≤ n.

Let {θj}, {θij} and{Θij} be the canonical form, the connection form and the curvature
form onM, respectively, with respect to the field{Ej} of orthonormal frames. Then we have
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the structure equations

dθi +
∑

j

εjθij∧θj = 0, θij + θji = 0, dθij +
∑

k

εkθik∧θkj = Θij,

Θij = −1

2

∑
k,l

εklRijklθk∧θl,

whereεij...k = εiεj. . .εk andRijkl denotes the components of the Riemannian curvature
tensorR of M(See[9,11,12,14]).

Now, letC be the conformal curvature tensor with componentsCijkl onM, which is given
by

Cijkl = Rijkl − 1

n − 2
(εjSilδjk − εjSikδjl + εiSjkδil − εiSjlδik)

+ r

(n − 1)(n − 2)
εij(δilδjk − δikδjl), (2.1)

whereSij denotes the components of the Ricci tensorS with respect to the orthonormal
frame field{Ej}.

Remark 2.1. If M is Einstein, the conformal curvature tensorC satisfies

Cijkl = Rijkl − r

n(n − 1)
εij(δilδjk − δikδjl).

This yields that the conformal curvature tensor of an Einstein Riemannian manifold is
the concircular curvature one[20]. In particular, ifM is a space of constant curvature, the
conformal curvature tensor vanishes identically.

Let DrM be the vector bundle consisting of differentiabler-forms and DM =∑n
r=0 DrM, whereD0M is the algebra of differentiable functions onM. For any tensor

field K in DrM the componentsKijklh of the covariant derivative∇K of K are defined by
(for simplicity, we consider the caser = 4)

∑
h

εhKijklhθh = dKijkl −
∑

h

εh(Khjklθhi + Kihklθhj + Kijhlθhk + Kijkhθhl).

Now we denote byTM the tangent bundle ofM. Let T be a quadrilinear mapping of
TM×TM×TM×TM intoR satisfying the curvature-like properties:

(a) T (X, Y, Z, U) = −T (Y, X, Z, U) = −T (X, Y, U, Z),
(b) T (X, Y, Z, U) = T (Z, U, X, Y ),
(c) T (X, Y, Z, U) + T (Y, Z, X, U) + T (Z, X, Y, U) = 0.

ThenT is called thecurvature-like tensor on M (see B.O. N’eill[8], for example). For
an orthonormal frame{Ej}, let Tijkl be the components ofT associated with the orthonor-
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mal frame. Accordingly, the componentsTijkl are given byTijkl = T (Ei, Ej, Ek, El). The
components ofT corresponding to the conditions (a), (b) and (c) are given by respectively

Tijkl = −Tjikl = −Tijlk, (2.2)

Tijkl = Tklij = Tlkji, (2.3)

Tijkl + Tjkil + Tkijl = 0. (2.4)

If the componentsTijkl of a tensorT in D4M = ⊗4T ∗M satisfy(2.2), (2.3) and (2.4), then
it becomes a curvature-like tensor. LetFM be the ring consisting of all smooth functions on
M and letT s

r M be the module overFM consisting of all tensor fields of type (r, s) defined on
M. Let H = H(M, g) be the vector subbundle inD3M which, at any pointx in M, consists
of all trilinear mappingξ of TxM intoR such thatξ(X, Y, Z) = ξ(X, Z, Y ) for any vectors
at x and

2
∑

r

εrξ(Er, Er, X) =
∑

r

εrξ(X, Er, Er)

for any vectorX atx and for any orthonormal basis{Ej} for the tangent spaceTxM to M at
x.

For any integersa andb such that 1≤ a < b ≤ s the metric contraction reduced bya and
b is denoted byCab: T r

s M→T r
s−2M with respect to the orthonormal frame{Ej}. In terms of

the metric contraction, the sectionξ in C∞(H) satisfies thatξ(X, Y, Z) is symmetric with
respect toY andZ and 2C12(ξ) = C23(ξ).

Let U be a symmetric tensor of type (0,2) inD2M with componentsUij(= Uji) =
U(Ei, Ej). The symmetric tensorU in D2M is called theWeyl tensor if its components of
the covariant derivative∇U of U satisfy

Uijk − 1

2(n − 1)
ukεiδij = Uikj − 1

2(n − 1)
ujεiδik (2.5)

whereu = C12U. In particular, ifu is constant, thenU is called theCodazzi tensor. Now
we define the covariant derivative∇U of the symmetric tensorU in such a way that
∇U(X, Y, Z) = ∇XU(Y, Z). SinceU is symmetric, so is∇U with respect toY andZ. More-
over, we know that

∇Ek
U(Ei, Ej) = ∇U(Ek, Ei, Ej) = Uijk(= Ujik).

Then by(2.5)and the expression of∇U it can be easily seen that

∑
k

εkUkjk = 1

2
uj,

whereuj =∑l εlUllj =∑l εl∇U(Ej, El, El). This meansC12(∇U) = C23(∇U)/2. Ac-
cordingly, we know that∇U is the section of the bundleH. For such a pair (T, U), we define
the tensorB = B(T, U) with componentsBijkl by
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Bijkl = Tijkl − 1

n − 2
(εiUjkδil − εiUjlδik + εjUilδjk − εjUikδjl)

+ u

(n − 1)(n − 2)
εij(δilδjk − δikδjl), (2.6)

which is said to be theconformal curvature-like tensor for T andU. The Ricci-like tensor
Ric(B) of B is defined by tr{Z→B(Z, X)Y}. Then the componentsBij of Ric(B) is given
by Bij =∑k εkBkijk. By (2.6), we get

Bij = Tij − Uij. (2.7)

Remark 2.2. For a given semi-Riemannian manifoldM with Riemannian connection∇,
there exist so many kind of pairs (T, U) for the curvature-like tensorT and the symmetric
tensor ofD2M such that∇U is contained inC∞(H). Among them the most popular pair
is (R, S). In particular, letU be the Weyl tensor and letK be the parallel symmetric tensor
in D2M. ThenU + K is also the Weyl tensor.

For an orthonormal frame{Ej}, let θ0 = {θj}, θ = {θij} andΘ = {Θij} be the canonical
form, the connection form and the curvature form onM. In the same way as we associate a
curvature formΘ to the Riemannian curvature tensorR, we associate a two-formΦT = {Φij}
to the curvature-like tensorT in the following

Φij =
∑
k,l

εklTijklθk∧θl, (2.8)

which is the analogue to the curvature formΘ except for the coefficient. So it is called the
curvature-like form for the curvature-like tensorT. The canonical formθ0 = {θj} can be
regarded as a vector inRn and the connection formθ = {θij} and the curvature-like form
ΦT = {Φij} can be regarded asn×n skew-symmetric matrices. We call the equation

dΦT = ΦT ∧θ − θ∧ΦT (2.9)

thesecond Bianchi equation for the curvature-like formΦT . Then it is not difficult to assert
the following proposition:

Proposition 2.1. On the semi-Riemannian manifold M, let T be the curvature-like tensor
in D4M on M. Then the following assertions are equivalent:

(a) The curvature-like form ΦT satisfies the second Bianchi Eq.(2.9).
(b) Its components satisfy

Tijklh + Tijlhk + Tijhkl = 0. (2.10)

Now let T be the curvature-like tensor inD4M and letΨT be the associated curvature-
like form with T. The mappingδ : ∧4T∗M→∧3T∗M defined by the divergence:δ(ΨT ) =
−(C15∇T ), whereCab is the metric contraction defined byCab: T r

s M→T r
s−2M. This is a
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generalization of the well-known differential operators onR3. For the orthonormal frame
{Ej}, in terms of coordinates, the components ofδ(ΨT ) is given by

δ(ΨT )ijk = −
∑

l

εlTlijkl.

If δ(ΨT ) = 0, then the formΨT is said to becoclosed.

Remark 2.3. On the Riemannian manifold (M, g) with Riemannian connection∇, it has a
formal adjoint∇∗ : T ∗M×T r

s M→T r
s M defined as follows: for any vector fieldsX1, . . . , Xr

and anyα in T ∗M×T r
s M, ∇∗α is given by

∇∗α(X1, . . ., Xr) = −
∑

k

εk∇Ek
α(Ek, X1, . . ., Xr),

where{Ej} is the orthonormal frame. Namely,∇∗α(X1, . . ., Xr) is the opposite of the trace
with respect tog of theDsM valued two-form

(X, Y )−→∇Xα(Y, X1, . . ., Xr).

For the exterior differentiald: DrM→Dr+1M let us denote byδ: DrM→Dr−1M its formal
adjoint. For the orthonormal base{Ej} of TxM at any pointx, the components ofδ(ΨT ) are
given by

δ(ΨT (T ))(X, Y, Z) = −
∑

k

εk∇Ek
ΨT (T )(Ek, X, Y, Z).

Accordingly, the above operatorδ on semi-Riemannian manifolds is a formal analogue of
the adjoint operator to the exterior differentiald on a Riemannian manifold. See Besse[1],
for example.

The semi-Riemannian manifold (M, g) is said to haveharmonic-like curvature for T if
δ(ΨT ) = 0. In particular, ifT = R, then we say that (M, g) hasharmonic curvature( See
Besse[1]).

Now, the concept of Ricci-like tensors for the curvature-like tensor on the semi-
Riemannian manifold is introduced. LetM be ann-dimensional semi-Riemannian man-
ifold with semi-Riemannian metricg and curvature like tensorT with componentsTijkl.
The tensor Ric(T ) associated with the curvature-like tensorT is defined by

Ric(T )(X, Y ) = trace{Z→T (Z, X)Y},

whereT (Z, X)Y is a vector field defined byT (X, Y, Z, W) = g(T (X, Y )Z, W) for any vector
fieldsX, Y, Z andW. Then Ric(T ) is called theRicci-like tensor for T. By the definition,
the Ricci-like tensor Ric(T ) of T is a symmetric tensor of type (0,2) and its componentsTij

are given byTij =∑k εkTkijk. Moreover, by(2.3)we know thatTij = Tji. The scalar-like
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curvaturet associated withT is defined byt = C12(Ric(T )) =∑j,k εjkTkjjk. If we follow
new extended formulas in a semi-Riemannian manifold, we are able to show the following
theorem in[12], which gives an extension of the paper[14] discussed in its Riemannian
version,

Theorem 2.1. Let M be an n(≥4)-dimensional semi-Riemannian manifold and let T be the
curvature-like tensor and let U be the symmetric tensor in D2M. If any two assertions in
the following are satisfied, then another one holds true:

(a) T satisfies the second Bianchi identity,
(b) The conformal curvature-like tensor B = B(T, U) satisfies the second Bianchi identity,
(c) U is the Weyl tensor.

3. Weyl tensors

Let M be ann(≥2)-dimensional semi-Riemannian manifold of index 2s, 0 ≤ s ≤ n, with
Riemannian connection∇ and letR(resp.S or r) be the Riemannian curvature tensor (resp.
the Ricci tensor or the scalar curvature) onM.

Now let T be a curvature-like tensor and letU be a symmetric tensor of type (0,2) such
that 2C12(∇U) = C23(∇U). In this section we are going to prove some lemmas concerned
with such a symmetric tensorU. From the conformal curvature-like tensorB = B(T, U)
given in (2.6), we know thatB = B(T, U) is the curvature-like tensor for the pair (T, U).
Moreover, we have

Ric(B) = Ric(T ) − U. (3.1)

In fact, puttingi = l, multiplying εi and summing up with respect to the indexl in
(2.6)we getBjk = Tjk − Ujk, whereTjk andBjk are components of the Ricci-like tensors
Ric(T ) = C14(T ) and Ric(B) = C14(B).

Now let us putt = C12(Ric(T )), b = C12(Ric(B)) andu = C12(U). Then by(3.1)we have

b = t − u. (3.2)

Remark 3.1. For the conformal curvature tensorC, the Ricci-like tensor Ric(C) satisfies
Ric(C) = 0.

When the symmetric tensorU in D2M is the Weyl tensor, we are going to prove some
lemmas, which will be used in Section5, as follows:

Lemma 3.1. Let M be an n(≥2)-dimensional semi-Riemannian manifold. If U is the Weyl
tensor, we obtain∑

r

εr(RriklUrj + RriljUrk + RrijkUrl) = 0. (3.3)
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Proof. By thedefinition (2.5)we have

Uijk − Uikj = 1

2(n − 1)
(ukεiδij − ujεiδik).

Differentiating covariantly, we get

Uijkl − Uikjl = 1

2(n − 1)
(uklεiδij − ujlεiδik). (3.4)

Interchanging the indicesk andl and substituting the resulting equation from the above
one, we obtain

Uijkl − Uijlk + Uiljk − Uikjl = 1

2(n − 1)
(ujkεiδil − ujlεiδik),

where we have used the propertyuij is symmetric with respect toi andj, becauseu is the
function. So we have

The left hand side

(Uijkl − Uijlk) + (Uiljk − Uilkj) + (Uilkj − Uikjl)

= (Uijkl − Uijlk) + (Uiljk − Uilkj)

+
[{

Uiklj + 1

2(n − 1)
(ukjεiδil − uljεiδik)

}
− Uikjl

]

= −
∑

r

εr(RlkirUrj + RlkjrUir) −
∑

r

εr(RkjirUrl + RkjlrUir)

−
∑

r

εr(RjlirUrk + RjlkrUir) + 1

2(n − 1)
(ukjεiδil − uljεiδik)

= −
∑

r

(RlkirUrj + RjlirUrk + RkjirUrl) + 1

2(n − 1)
(ukjεiδil − uljεiδik),

where the second equality follows from(3.4)and the third equality can be derived from the
Ricci identity for the tensorUij. Accordingly, we have(3.3), which completes the proof.
�

Lemma 3.2. Let M be an n(≥2)-dimensional semi-Riemannian manifold and let B =
B(R, U) be the conformal curvature-like tensor for the Riemannian curvature tensor R and
any symmetric tensor U in D2M. If U is the Weyl tensor, then we obtain∑

r

εr(BriklUrj + BriljUrk + BrijkUrl) = 0, (3.5)

∑
r

εrBkrUrl =
∑

r

εrBlrUrk. (3.6)
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Proof. By the assumption of this Lemma, the components ofB are given by

Bijkl = Rijkl − 1

n − 2
(εiUjkδil − εiUjlδik + εjUilδjk − εjUikδjl)

+ u

(n − 1)(n − 2)
εij(δilδjk − δikδjl). (3.7)

SubstitutingBijkl into the left hand side of(3.5) and using(3.3), we get the equation
(3.5). Since the tensorUij is symmetric and the tensorBijkl is skew-symmetric indicesi and
j, we have

∑
r,s εrsBrsklUrs = 0. Puttingi = j, multiplyingεi and summing up with respect

to i in (3.5), from the above property together withBij =∑r εrBrijr, we get(3.6). This
completes the proof. �

4. Conformally symmetric

Let M be ann(≥2)-dimensional semi-Riemannian manifold of index 2s, 0 ≤ s ≤ n, with
Riemannian connection∇ and letR(resp.S or r) be the Riemannian curvature tensor (resp.
the Ricci tensor or the scalar curvature) onM.

Now, letU be a symmetric tensor of type (0,2) such that 2C12(∇U) = C23(∇U). We put
u = C12U. For such a pair (R, U) we define a tensorB = B(R, U) with componentsBijkl

with respect to the field{Ej} of orthonormal frames by

Bijkl = Rijkl − 1

n − 2
(εiUjkδil − εiUjlδik + εjUilδjk − εjUikδjl)

+ u

(n − 1)(n − 2)
εij(δilδjk − δikδjl). (4.1)

We have then

Ric(B) = S − U. (4.2)

In fact, puttingi = l, multiplyingεi and summing up with respect to the indexi in (4.1)we
getBjk = Sjk − Ujk, whereBjk are components of the Ricci-like tensor Ric(B) = C14(B).

Now let us putb = C12(Ric(B)) = Tr(Ric(B)) andu = C12(U) = TrU. Then by(4.2)we
have

b = r − u. (4.3)

By Theorem 2.1if the curvature-like tensorB = B(R, U) for the pair (R, U) satisfies
the second Bianchi identity, thenU is the Weyl tensor. Of course the Ricci tensorS is the
Weyl tensor. We remark that the restrictionn ≥ 4 of the dimension is here necessary.

The semi-Riemannian manifoldM is said to beconformally symmetric, if the confor-
mal curvature-like tensorB is parallel, i.e., if∇B = 0. Concerned with such a conformal
symmetry of the conformal curvature-like tensorB we prove the following:
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Lemma 4.1. Let M be an n(≥4)-dimensional semi-Riemannian manifold. If M is confor-
mally symmetric for B, then∑

r

εr(BriklUrjh + BriljUrkh + BrijkUrlh) = 0. (4.4)

Proof. The Riemannian curvature tensorR satisfies the second Bianchi identity. On the
other hand, since the conformal curvature-like tensorB(R, U) is parallel, it also satisfies
the second Bianchi identity byProposition 2.1. Accordingly, the symmetric tensorU is the
Weyl tensor byTheorem 2.1, because ofn ≥ 4. By Lemma 3.2we have

∑
r

εr(BriklUrj + BriljUrk + BrijkUrl) = 0,

from which together with the assumption thatB is parallel we have the equation(4.4). This
completes the proof. �

Now we have
∑

r,s εrsBrsklUrsh = 0, becauseBijkl is skew-symmetric with respect toi
andj andUijh is symmetric with respect toi andj. Puttingi = j, multiplyingεi, summing up
with respect toi in (4.4)and applying the above property to the obtained equation, we have∑

r

εrBkrUrlh =
∑

r

εrBlrUrkh. (4.5)

SinceU is the Weyl tensor, it satisfies
∑

r εrUkrr = uk/2. Puttingl = h, multiplying εl,
summing up with respect tol in (4.4)and applying the property

∑
r εrUkrr = uk/2, we have∑

r,s

εrs(BriksUjrs − BrijsUkrs) = −1

2

∑
r

εrBrijkur. (4.6)

Puttingi = j, multiplying εi and summing up with respect toi in (4.6), we have

2
∑
r,s

εrsBrsUkrs =
∑

r

εrBkrur, (4.7)

because we see
∑

rst εrstBrtksUtrs = 0.
Summing up the above formulas, we prove the following which will be useful in Section

5.

Lemma 4.2. Let M be an n(≥4)-dimensional semi-Riemannian manifold. If M is confor-
mally symmetric for the conformal curvature-like tensor B(R, U), then we obtain

2(n − 1)
∑

r

εr(BirUjkr − BkrUjir) =
∑

r

εrj(Birurδjk − Bkrurδij). (4.8)

Proof. SinceM is conformally symmetric for the conformal curvature-like tensorB(R, U),
we haveBijklh = 0 andBijklhp = 0. Accordingly, we have by(4.1)

Rijklh = 1

n − 2
(εjUilhδjk − εjUikhδjl + εiUjkhδil − εiUjlhδik)

− 1

(n − 1)(n − 2)
uhεij(δilδjk − δikδjl). (4.9)
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On the other hand, by the Ricci identity, we get

∑
r

εr(RphirBrjkl + RphjrBirkl + RphkrBijrl + RphlrBijkr) = 0.

Differentiating covariantly and taking account ofBijklh = 0, we have

∑
r

εr(RphirqBrjkl + RphjrqBirkl + RphkrqBijrl + RphlrqBijkr) = 0.

By (4.9)and the above equation we have∑
r

εr[{(εhUprqδhi − εhUpiqδhr + εpUhiqδpr − εpUhrqδpi)

+ uqεhp(δprδhi − δpiδhr)/(n − 1)}Brjkl + {(εhUprqδhj

− εhUpjqδhr + εpUhjqδpr − εpUhrqδpj) + uqεhp(δprδhj − δpjδhr)/(n − 1)}Birkl

+ {(εhUprqδhk − εhUpkqδhr + εpUhkqδpr − εpUhrqδpk)

+ uqεhp(δprδhk − δpkδhr)/(n − 1)}Bijrl + {(εhUprqδhl − εhUplqδhr

+ εpUhlqδpr − εpUhrqδpl) + uqεhp(δprδhl − δplδhr)/(n − 1)}Bijkr] = 0. (4.10)

Puttingh = i, multiplying εi and summing up with respect toi and taking account of the
first Bianchi identity, we have

∑
r

εr

{
(n − 2)BrjklUprq −

∑
s

εsp(Brjslδpk + Bsjkrδpl)Ursq

+ (BrpklUrjq + BrjplUrkq + BrjkpUrlq)

}
+ (BjlUpkq − BjkUplq)

− 1

n − 1
uqεp(Bjlδpk − Bjkδpl) = 0.

Taking account of(4.4), the above equation is deformed as

∑
r

εr

{
(n − 1)BrjklUprq −

∑
s

εsp(Brjslδpk + Bsjkrδpl)Ursq + BrpklUrjq

}

+ (BjlUpkq − BjkUplq) − 1

n − 1
uqεp(Bjlδpk − Bjkδpl) = 0. (4.11)

Puttingl = q in the above equation, multiplyingεl and summing up with respect tol,
we get
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∑
r,s

εrs

{
(n − 2)BrjksUprs −

∑
t

εtUrstεp(Brjstδpk + Bsjkrδpt)

+ (BrpksUrjs + BrjpsUrks + BrjkpUrss)

}
+
∑

r

εr{(BjrUpkr − BjkUprr)

− 1

n − 1
urεp(Bjrδpk − Bjkδpr)} = 0. (4.12)

Taking account of the fact thatBijkl is skew symmetric with respect tok andl and using
(2.5), we get the following relation:

∑
r,s,t

εrstBjrstUrst = 1

2(n − 1)

∑
r

εrBjrur. (4.13)

In fact, we get

The left hand side= 1

2

∑
r,s,t

εrstBjrst(Urst − Urts)

= 1

4(n − 1)

∑
s,t

εstBjrst(uT δrs − usδrt)

= 1

4(n − 1)

∑
t

εt(Bjtut + Bjtut)

Making use of(4.13)and calculating straightforwardly, we can obtain∑
r

εrs

{
(n − 2)BrjksUprs − BrjksUrsp + BrpksUjrs + BrjpsUkrs

}

+
∑

r

εr(
1

2
Brjkpur + BjrUpkr)

− 1

2(n − 1)

{
(n − 3)Bjkup +

∑
r

εrpBjrurδpk

}
= 0. (4.14)

Interchanging indicesj andk in (4.14)and subtracting the resulting equation from the
original one, using(2.5) and (4.6), we have

(n − 1)
∑

r

εr(Bpjkr + Bjkpr − Bpkjr)ur + 2(n − 1)
∑

r

εr(BjrUpkr

− BkrUpjr) − εp

∑
r

εrur(Bjrδpk − Bkrδpj) = 0.

Making use of the first Bianchi identity forB, we have(4.8). This completes the
proof. �
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5. Scalar-like curvatures

Let M be ann(≥4)-diemnsional semi-Riemannian manifold of indexs (0 ≤ s ≤ n)
equipped with semi-Riemannian metricg and Riemannian connection∇ and letR (resp.S or
r) be the Riemannian curvature tensor (resp. the Ricci tensor or the scalar curvature) onM.
LetU be the symmetric tensor inD2M and letB = B(R, U) be the conformal curvature-like
tensor. Thenu = TrU is called thescalar-like curvature for B.

Now letC be the conformal curvature tensor defined onM. Glodeck[5] and Tanno[16]
proved that any non-conformally flat conformal symmetric Riemannian manifold has the
constant scalar curvature. We putb = Tr(Ric(B)). If ∇B = 0, then the functionb is constant
on M. In this section we prove the following

Proposition 5.1. Let M be an n(≥4)-dimensional semi-Riemannian manifold and let U be
the symmetric tensor in D2M and let B = B(R, U) be the conformal curvature-like tensor.
If ∇B = 0, then b〈∇u, ∇u〉 = 0.

In order to prove this proposition we verify some lemmas step by step as follows:

Lemma 5.1. Under the situation of Proposition 5.1, we have∑
r

εrBirUrj =
∑

r

εrBjrUri, (5.1)

∑
r

εrBirUrjk =
∑

r

εrBjrUrik. (5.2)

Proof. SinceB is parallel, it satisfies the second Bianchi identity. Accordingly, byTheorem
2.1, U is the Weyl tensor and it satisfies(3.5). Puttingi = j in (3.5), multiplying εi, and
summing up with respect to the indexi, we get

∑
r,s

εrsBrsklUrs −
∑

r

εrBlrUrk +
∑

r

εrBkrUrl = 0,

the first term of which vanishes identically onM. Thus we get

∑
r

εrBirUrj =
∑

r

εrBjrUri.

Accordingly, (5.1) is satisfied. Because of∇B = 0, we have∇Ric(B) = 0, which means
thatBijk = 0. SoLemma 5.1is proved. �

Lemma 5.2. Under the situation of Proposition 5.1, we have∑
r

εrBirur = bui, (5.3)

〈∇u, ∇u〉Bij = buiuj. (5.4)
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Proof. By (2.5) and (4.8), we have

∑
r

εr(BirUjkr − BkrUijr) − 1

2(n − 1)

(∑
r

εrBirurεjδjk −
∑

r

εrBkrurεiδij

)

=
∑

r

εrBir

{
Ujrk + 1

2(n − 1)
(urεjδjk − ukεjδjr)

}

−
∑

r

εrBkr

{
Ujri + 1

2(n − 1)
(urεjδji − uiεjδjr)

}

− 1

2(n − 1)

(∑
r

εrBirurεjδjk −
∑

r

εrBkrurεiδij

)

= 1

2(n − 1)
(−Bijuk + Bkjui) = 0,

where the second equality follows from(5.2). Accordingly, we can obtain

Bijuk = Bkjui, (5.5)

from which we have(5.3)and

∑
r

εrururBij =
∑

r

εrBjrurui

This implies(5.4), which proves our assertion.�

Lemma 5.3. Under the situation of Proposition 5.1, we have

2b〈∇u, ∇u〉
∑

r

εrUrijur = b〈∇u, ∇u〉uiuj. (5.6)

Proof. By (4.7), (5.3) and (5.4), we have

2b
∑
r,s

εrsUirsurus = b
∑

r

εrururui.

On the other hand, the left side of the above equation can be reformed as

2b
∑
r,s

εrs

{
Ursi + 1

2(n − 1)
(usεrδri − uiεrδrs)

}
urus = 2b

∑
r,s

εrsUrsiurus

by (2.5). From this together with the above equations, we get

2b
∑
r,s

εrsUrsiurus = b
∑

r

εrururui. (5.7)
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By (5.2) and (5.4), we have

b
∑

r

εruiUrjkur = b
∑

r

εrujUrikur.

Thus we have

2b
∑

s

εsusus

∑
r

εrUrjkur = 2b
∑
r,s

εrsujUrskurus = b

(∑
s

εsusus

)
ujuk,

where the last equality is derived from(5.7). This completes the proof. �

Let M ′ be the subset ofM consisting of pointsx at whichb〈∇u, ∇u〉(x) �= 0. By (4.2)
if U = S, then Ric(B) = 0 and henceb = Tr(Ric(B)) = 0. This means thatU �= S onM ′.
Now let us consider a functionf on M ′ defined byb/〈∇u, ∇u〉. We denote byuij the
components of the tensor∇∇u.

Lemma 5.4. Under the situation of Proposition 5.1, we have on M ′

uij = huiuj, (5.8)

where h is a differentiable function defined on M ′.

Proof. By Lemma 5.2, we haveBij = fuiuj. Differentiating covariantly this equation, and
taking account of∇B = 0, we get

fkuiuj + f (uikuj + uiujk) = 0.

Putting j = k, multiplying εk and summing up with respect tok, we get the fact that∑
r εruirur is proportional toui, since the functionf has no zero points onM ′. Transvecting

uiuj to the above equation, we obtain the fact thatfk is proportional touk. It implies that
ujk = hujuk onM ′. This completes the proof. �

Under such a situation, applyingBij to the Ricci identity and using∇B = 0, we have

∑
r

εr(RlkirBrj + RlkjrBir) = 0.

By Lemma 5.2we haveBij = fuiuj and hence, from the above two equations we get

∑
r

εr(Rlkiruruj + Rlkjruiur) = 0

on M ′. Thus, we obtain
∑

r,s εrs(Rlkirurusus + Rlksruiurus) = 0. SinceRlksr is skew-
symmetric with respect to indicesr ands, the second term is zero and hence it turns out to
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be
∑

r εrRlkirur〈∇u, ∇u〉 = 0. So we get onM ′∑
r

εrRrjklur = 0. (5.9)

Proof of Proposition 5.1. In order to proveProposition 5.1, it suffices to show that the
subsetM ′ is empty. Suppose thatM ′ is not empty. Differentiating(5.9)covariantly, we get
onM ′

∑
r

εr(Rrjkluri + Rrjkliur) = 0.

By (5.8) and (5.9)the first term vanishes identically and so it yields that

∑
r

εrRrjkliur = 0.

By (4.9)we have

∑
r

εr(εjUrlhδjk − εjUrkhδjl)ur + Ujkhul − Ujlhuk− 1

n − 1
uhεj(δjkul − δjluk) = 0,

sinceB is parallel. By(5.6) the above equation is reformed as

εjuluhδjk − εjukuhδjl + 2Ujkhul − 2Ujlhuk − 2

n − 1
uhεj(ulδjk − ukδjl) = 0,

and hence we have

(n − 3)uhεj(ulδjk − ukδjl) + 2(n − 1)(Ujkhul − Ujlhuk) = 0.

Puttingj = k, multiplying εj and summing up with respect toj in the above equation and
by (5.6), we get

(n − 1)(n − 2)uhul = 0,

which means that〈∇u, ∇u〉 = 0 onM ′, a contradiction. Thus the subsetM ′ is empty. �
By Proposition 5.1, we are able to generalize a theorem due to Glodeck[5] and Tanno

[16] as follows:

Theorem 5.1. Let (M, g) be an n(≥4)-dimensional semi-Riemannian manifold. Let U be a
symmetric tensor in D2M with u = TrU and let B = B(R, U) be the conformal curvature-
like tensor. If ∇B = 0, then the scalar product 〈∇u, ∇u〉 vanishes identically.

Proof. SinceB is parallel,b = Tr(Ric(B)) is constant. First we supposeb �= 0. Then by
Proposition 5.1we get〈∇u, ∇u〉 = 0.
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Next we suppose thatb = 0. We putU(k) = U + kg, wherek is a positive constant.
ThenU(k) is also symmetric tensor inD2M. Now we putB(k) = B(R, U(k)). Then it can
be another conformal curvature-like tensor onM defined in such a way that

B(k)ijkl = Bijkl − k

n − 1
εij(δilδjk − δikδjl).

Hence we have

Ric(B(k)) = S − U(k) = S − U − kg,

and

b(k) = Tr(Ric(B(k))) = b − nk = −nk �= 0.

Also we know that ifB is parallel, so isB(k). Accordingly, we are able to applyProposition
5.1 to such a situationB(k) = B(R, U(k)), so we haveb(k)〈∇u(k), ∇u(k)〉 = 0, where
u(k) = Tr(U(k)). Sinceb(k) is not zero, we have〈∇u(k), ∇u(k)〉 = 0. By the continuity,
∇u(k) converges to∇u(0) ask tends to +0 and hence we have〈∇u(0), ∇u(0)〉 = 0. It means
that the scalar product〈∇u, ∇u〉 = 0. It completes the proof. �

Then by this theorem we get the following which will be useful in the proof of our Main
Theorem.

Corollary 5.1. Let (M, g) be an n(≥4)-dimensional semi-Riemannian manifold. Let U be a
symmetric tensor in D2M with u = TrU and let B = B(R, U) be the conformal curvature-
like tensor. If ∇u is not null and if ∇B = 0, then the scalar-like curvature u is constant.

6. Proof of main theorem

In this section we prove the main theorem stated in the introduction. LetM be an
n(≥4)-dimensional semi-Riemannian manifold of indexs (0 ≤ s ≤ n) equipped with semi-
Riemannian metricg and Riemannian connection∇ and letR (resp.S orr) be the Riemannian
curvature tensor (resp. the Ricci tensor or the scalar curvature) onM. LetU be the symmetric
tensor inD2M such that∇u = ∇(TrU) is not null and letB = B(R, U) be the conformal
curvature-like tensor. Now we are going to verify our main Theorem by using several steps
given in previous sections.

We assume thatB is parallel. ThenB satisfies the second Bianchi identity and hence by
Theorem 2.1, U is the Weyl tensor.

On the other hand, the scalar-like curvatureu = TrU for B is constant byTheorem 5.1.
This means that the symmetric tensorU becomes the Codazzi tensor. Namely it satisfies

Uijk = Uikj. (6.1)
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By (4.6)and the curvature-like properties of the conformal curvature-like tensorB, we
have∑

r,s

εrsBriksUrsj =
∑
r,s

εrsBrijsUrsk =
∑
r,s

εrsBrjisUrsk, (6.2)

which means that
∑

r,s εrsBrijsUrsk is symmetric in all indicesi, j andk. On the other hand,
by (4.12)we have

∑
r,s

εrs{(n − 2)BrjksUirs − BrjksUrsi + BriksUjrs + BrijsUkrs} +
∑

r

εrBjrUikr = 0,

where we have used the scalar-like curvatureu is constant. Combining the above two
equations we have

(n − 1)
∑
r,s

εrsBrjksUirs +
∑

r

εrBjrUikr = 0. (6.3)

By Lemmas 5.1 and (6.1), we have the following

Lemma 6.1. Let M be an n(≥4)-dimensional semi-Riemannian manifold. Let U be the
symmetric tensor U in D2M and let B = B(R, U) be the conformal-like curvature tensor.
Assume that ∇u is not null. If B is parallel, then we have∑

r

εrBirUrjk =
∑

r

εrBjrUrik =
∑

r

εrBkrUrij. (6.4)

Puttingj = k in (6.3), multiplying εj and summing up with respect to the indexj, we get

(n − 1)
∑
r,s

εrsBrsUirs +
∑
r,s

εrsBrsUirs = 0,

and hence we get∑
r,s

εrsBrsUirs = 0. (6.5)

Next we prove

Lemma 6.2. Under the situation of Lemma 6.1, we have

n
∑

r

εrBirUrjk = bUijk, (6.6)

where b = Tr Ric(B) =∑i εiBii and Bij =∑k εkBikkj.

Proof. Under the above situation, applyingBij to the Ricci identity, we have

∑
r

εr(RlkirBrj + RlkjrBir) = 0.
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SinceB is parallel, we get

∑
r

εr(RlkirhBrj + RlkjrhBir) = 0.

By (4.1)we have∑
r

εr{(εkUlrhδjk − εkUljhδkr + εlUjkhδlr − εlUkrhδlj)Bri

+ (εkUlrhδik − εkUlihδkr + εlUikhδlr − εlUkrhδli)Brj} = 0

and hence we have∑
r

εriBjrUlrhδik −
∑

r

εriBjrUkrhδil +
∑

r

εrjBirUlrhδjk −
∑

r

εrjBirUkrhδlj

−BjkUlih + BjlUkih − BikUljh + BilUkjh = 0. (6.7)

Puttingj = k in (6.7), multiplying εj and summing up with respect to the indexj, we get
the conclusion. This completes the proof.�

Now let us denote byM ′′ the subset inM consisting of pointsx inM ′′ at which∇R(x) �= 0.
Then on such an open subsetM ′′ we are able to prove the following lemma.

Lemma 6.3. Let M be an n(≥4)-dimensional semi-Riemannian manifold with generalized
non-null stress energy tensor. Let U be the symmetric tensor in D2M and let B = B(R, U)
be the conformal curvature-like tensor. If B is parallel, then the generalized non-null stress
energy tensor vanishes, that is

Bij = b

n
gij = b

n
εiδij (6.8)

on M ′′, where b denotes Tr(Ric(B)).

Proof. On the subsetM ′′, substituting(6.6) into (6.7), we have

b{εiUjlhδik − εiUjkhδil + εjUilhδjk − εjUikhδlj}/n − BjkUlih

+ BjlUkih − BikUljh + BilUkjh = 0.

TransvectingεiεkBik to the above equation, summing up with respect toi andk and taking
account of(6.5) and (6.6), we have

(b2/n − 〈Ric(B), Ric(B)〉)Uljh = 0,

where〈Ric(B), Ric(B)〉 =∑i εiεkBikBik.
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On the other hand, we know that

〈Ric(B) − bg/n, Ric(B) − bg/n〉

=
∑
i,j

εiεjBijBij − 2b

n

∑
i,j

εiεjgijBij + b2

n2

∑
i,j

εiεjgijgij

= 〈Ric(B), Ric(B)〉 − b2

n
.

Then from these equations we assert the following

b2/n − 〈Ric(B), Ric(B)〉 = 0 or∇U = 0.

Then it can be easily seen thatUljk = 0 if and only if ∇R = 0, becauseT = R in (1.3).
Accordingly, under the assumption ofLemma 6.3it satisfiesb2/n − 〈Ric(B), Ric(B)〉 = 0
onM ′′ = {x∈M|∇R �= 0}. Then the generalized non-null tensor impliesBij = bεiδij/n on
M ′′. It completes the proof. �

Now we are going to prove the semi-Riemannian version of Theorems due to Derdzinski
and Roter[3], and Miyazawa[7].

Now by (6.3)andLemma 6.2we have

(n − 1)
∑

r

εrεsBrjksUirs + aUijk = 0, a = b/n. (6.9)

Then(4.11)together with(6.8) and (6.9)imply that∑
r

εrBrpklUjqr =
∑
r,s

εrεsp(Brjslδpk + Bsjkrδpl)Ursq

− (n − 1)
∑

εrBrjklUprq − (BjlUpkq − BjkUplq)

= −(n − 1)
∑

r

εrBrjklUpqr − a(εjδjlUpkq − εjδjkUplq)

+ a

n − 1

(∑
p

εpUjlqδpk −
∑
p

εpUjkqδpl

)
.

where we have used the fact that the scalar-like curvatureu is constant inCorollary 5.1.
Repeating this equation, we get∑

r

BrpklUjqr = (n − 1){(n − 1)
∑

r

BrpklUjqr + a(εpδplUjkq − εpδpkUjlq)

− a

n − 1
(εjδjkUplq − εjδjlUpkq)} − a(εjδjlUpkq − εjδjkUplq)

+ a

n − 1
(εpδpkUqjl − εpδplUjkq)
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from which it follows that∑
r

εrBrpklUjqr = − a

n − 1
{εpδplUjkq − εpδpkUjlq}. (6.10)

Now we are going to prove the following:

Theorem 6.1. Let M be an n(≥4)-dimensional semi-Riemannian manifold with generalized
non-null stress energy tensor. Let U be the symmetric tensor in D2M and let B = B(R, U)
be the conformal curvature-like tensor. Assume that ∇u is non-null vector. If B is parallel,
then M is locally symmetric, conformally flat or 〈∇U, ∇U〉 = 0.

Proof. By Theorem 5.1the formula(4.10)can be written as follows:∑
r

εr{εhδihUprqBrjkl + εhδjhUprqBirkl + εhδkhUprqBijrl + εhδlhUprqBijkr}

− {UpiqBhjkl + UpjqBihkl + UpkqBijhl + UplqBijkh}
+{UhiqBpjkl + UkjqBipkl + UhkqBijpl + UhlqBijkp}

−
{(∑

r

εrUhrqBrjkl

)
εpδpi +

(∑
r

εrUhrqBirkl

)
εpδpj

+
(∑

r

εrUhrqBijrl

)
εpδpk +

(∑
r

εrUhrqBijkr

)
εpδpl

}
= 0. (6.11)

Now first let us calculate term by term in the left side as follows:∑
r

εrUhrqBrjkl =
∑

r

εrBrjklUhqr = − a

n − 1
{εjδjlUhkq − εjδjkUhlq},

∑
r

εrUhrqBirkl = −
∑

r

εrBriklUhqr = a

n − 1
{εiδilUhkq − εiδikUhlq},

∑
r

εrUhrqBijrl =
∑

r

εrBrlijUhqr = − a

n − 1
{εlδljUhiq − εlδliUhjq},

∑
r

εrUhrqBijkr = −
∑

r

εrBrkijUhqr = a

n − 1
{εkδkjUhiq − εkδkiUhjq},

and ∑
r

εrUprqBrjkl =
∑

r

εrBrjklUpqr = − a

n − 1
{εjδjlUpkq − εjδjkUplq},

∑
r

εrUprqBirkl = −
∑

r

εrBriklUpqr = a

n − 1
{εiδilUpkq − εiδikUplq},

∑
r

εrUprqBijrl =
∑

r

εrBrlijUpqr = − a

n − 1
{εlδljUpiq − εlδliUpjq},
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∑
r

εrUprqBijkr = −
∑

r

εrBrkijUpqr = a

n − 1
{εkδkjUpiq − εkδkiUpjq},

where we have used the formula(6.10).
Substituting these formulas into(6.11), we have

−{UpiqBhjkl + UpjqBihkl + UpkqBijhl + UplqBijkh}
+ {UhiqBpjkl + UkjqBipkl + UhkqBijpl + UhlqBijkp}
+ a

n − 1
{(εjδjlUhkq − εjδjkUhlq)εpδpi − (εiδilUhkq − εiδikUhlq)εpδpj

+ (εlδljUhiq − εlδliUhjq)εpδpk − (εkδkjUhiq − εkδkiUhjq)εpδpl}
+ a

n − 1
{−(εjδjlUpkq − εjδjkUplq)εhδih + (εiδilUpkq − εiδikUplq)εhδjh

− (εlδljUpiq − εlδliUpjq)εhδkh + (εkδkjUpiq − εkδkiUpjq)εhδhl} = 0, (6.12)

where we have used the formula(6.10).
Now let us transvectUpiq to the first part of the left side of(6.12). Then each term of the

first part can be given respectively as follows:

−
∑
p,i,q

εpiqUpiqUpiqBhjkl = − 〈∇U, ∇U〉Bhjkl,

−
∑
p,i,q

εpiqBihklUpiqUpjq = a

n − 1
εpq{εhδhlUpkq − εhδhkUplq}Upjq,

−
∑
p,i,q

εpiqBijhlUpiqUpkq = a

n − 1
εpq{εjδjlUphq − εjδjhUplq}Upkq,

−
∑
p,i,q

εpiqBijkhUpiqUplq = a

n − 1
εpq{εjδjhUpkq − εjδjhUphq}Uplq,

and

∑
p,i,q

εpiqBpjklUpiqUhiq = − a

n − 1
εiq{εjδjlUpik − εjδjkUilq}Uhiq,

∑
p,i,q

εpiqUkjqBipklUpiq = 0,

∑
p,i,q

εpiqBijplUipqUhkq = a

n − 1
εqUljqUhkq,

∑
p,i,q

εpiqBijkpUpiqUhlq = − a

n − 1
εqUjkqUhlq.
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By transvectingUpiq to the second part of(6.12), we have

a

n − 1

{
−
(∑

q

εqUjlqUhkq −
∑

q

εqUjkqUhlq

)

+

∑

i,q

εiqδjlUkiqUhiq −
∑

q

εqUklqUhjq




−

∑

i,q

εiqεkδkjUliqUhiq −
∑

q

εqUlkqUhjq




 ,

where we have useduq =∑i εiUiiq = 0 in Corollary 5.1, which means that the scalar-like
curvatureu is constant, in the calculation of the first term of the second part.

Finally, the transvectionUpiq to the third part of(6.12)gives

a

n − 1

{
−
(

εjδjl

∑
p,q

εpqUphqUpkq − εjδjk

∑
p,q

εpqUphqUplq

)

−

εlδlj

∑
p,i,q

εpiqUpiqUpiq −
∑
p,q

εpqUplqUpjq


 εhδkh

+

εkδkj

∑
p,i,q

εpiqUpiqUpiq −
∑
p,q

εpqUpkqUpjq


 εhδhl


 .

Summing up all of these formulas, the transvectionUpiq to (6.12)implies

〈∇U, ∇U〉Bhjkl = a

n − 1
〈∇U, ∇U〉εhj(δhlδjk − δjlδhk), (6.13)

where we have put〈∇U, ∇U〉 =∑p,i,q εpiqUpiqUpiq.
Now let us consider only two cases.
For the first let us consider the open setM − M ′′. Then on such an open set we know

thatM is locally symmetric, that is,∇R = 0.
Next we consider on the open setM ′′ = {x∈M|∇R(x) �= 0}. Then let us continue our

discussion on such an open setM ′′. When〈∇U, ∇U〉 �= 0, we know from(6.13)that

Bijkl = a

n − 1
εiεj(δilδjk − δjlδik).

Then for a curvature-like tensorB = B(R, U) with componentsBijkl we have

Rijkl = (n − 2)a − u

(n − 1)(n − 2)
εiεj(δilδjk − δjlδik)

+ 1

n − 2
(εiSjkδil − εiSjlδik + εjSilδjk − εjδikδjl)
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− a

n − 2
(εiδjkδil − εiδjlδik + εjδilδjk − εjδikδjl),

where we have used the fact that

Bjk = agjk = Sjk − Ujk.

Then the conformal curvature tensorC with componentCijkl is given by

Cijkl =
{

(n − 2)a − u

(n − 1)(n − 2)
− 2a

n − 2
+ r

(n − 1)(n − 2)

}
εiεj(δilδjk − δikδjl) = 0.

That is,M is conformally flat. �

Remark 6.1. WhenM is a Riemannian manifold, the result〈∇U, ∇U〉 = 0 mentioned in
Theorem 6.1implies that the symmetric tensorU is parallel onM, that is∇U = 0. Then
the assumption of conformally symmetry∇B = 0 implies that∇R = 0, that isM is locally
symmetric.

Corollary 6.1. Let M be an n(≥4)-dimensional semi-Riemannian manifold. If ∇r is not
null, where r is the scalar curvature, and if the conformal curvature tensor C is parallel,
then M is locally symmetric or conformally flat.

Proof. Let Mc be the subset ofM consisting of pointsx at whichC(x) �= 0.
Now first let us consider our proof on such an open setMc. We put B = B(k) =

B(R, U(k)), whereU(k) = S + kg, k is a constant. So we have

Bijkl = Rijkl − 1

n − 2
{εi(Ujkδil − Ujlδik) + εj(Uilδjk − Uikδjl)}

+ 1

(n − 1)(n − 2)
uεij(δilδjk − δikδjl),

whereUjk = Sjk + kεjδjk andu = u(k) = TrU(k) = r + nk. We have then

Bijkl = Cijkl − k

n − 1
εij(δilδjk − δikδjl), Bjk = Cjk − kεjδjk = −kεjδjk,

because of Ric(C) = 0. So we see thatb(k) = −nk �= 0. This means that the generalized
stress energy tensor is non-null. SinceC is parallel, so is alsoB. Moreover,∇u = ∇r is
non-null by the assumption. Then byTheorem 6.1, M is locally symmetric, conformally
flat or 〈∇S, ∇S〉 = 0. But onMc the locally symmetry ofM implies that the Ricci tensorS
is parallel, that is∇S = 0 onMc.

On the complementM − Mc we haveC = 0, that is,M is conformally flat. IfM − Mc

is empty, then it satisfies∇R = 0 nonM. This completes the proof. �
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